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This paper proposes an Elastic RF-Optical Networking(ERON) architecture solution for millimeter-Wave
5G radio access networks. The ERON architecture achieves energy efficiency and throughput elasticity
by utilizing photonic-enhanced multi-beam mmW spatial multiplexing capability at the radio units. The
centralization of the hardware resources and the converged management of the RF and optical resources
in the data units offers high resources pooling gain. A first numerical study on the energy efficiency of an
ERON’s photonic-enabled mmW 5G system reveals that ERON is 5x more energy-efficient than both con-
ventional digital and hybrid RF beamforming implementations. We also conducted a user mobility-aware
network resources study whose results show a 10-dB network resource pooling gain when compared to
classic RAN implementations. © 2020 Optical Society of America

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/ao.XX.XXXXXX

1. INTRODUCTION

The new generation of mobile networking, known as 5G, has
proposed three promising features: the enhanced Mobile Broad
Band, the Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications, and
the massive Machine Type Communications for the Internet
of Things[1]. These substantial improvements for the mobile
connections exert unprecedented technological challenges to
both wireless networks and fiber-connected radio access net-
works (RANs). The entire network architecture is yearning for
an overhaul in every aspect of its design: from the radio unit sig-
nal generation to the 5G transport network signal transmission
schemes and the control unit spectrum selection algorithms.

The convergence of photonic and RF technologies is a promis-
ing solution to 5G networks. Photonic signal processing tech-
nologies have been contributing to the mmW 5G research related
to the mmW generation with Radio-over-Fiber(RoF) scheme.
Ref [2] summarized their work on Radio-over-Fiber(RoF) for
mmW communication systems, a prime spectrum proposed
in the 5G NR FR2[3]. Microwave photonics is an active re-
search area, which applies photonic technologies to microwave
applications[4–6].

On the other hand, the 5G radio access network (RAN)
mainly focuses on digital signal transmission as a communi-
cation pipeline between the data units (DU) and the radio units
(RU). Topics such as fronthaul-network optimization and base
unit placement studies are some of the popular field. Refer-
ence [7] studied the trade-off between the number of baseband
unit (BBU) hotels, the BBU-hotel placement, and the network-
capacity utilization in wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)

aggregation networks. Reference [8] proposed a WDM fronthaul
with a partitioned asymmetric arrayed waveguide grating router
and distributed feedback Bragg (DFB) directly modulated lasers
(DMLs). Reference [9] investigated the joint photonic-radio re-
source provisioning in a centralized radio access network (C-
RAN) for the hybrid sub-array antennas. All these works tried to
offer solutions to 5G RAN, but their scope solely focuses on the
optical signal transmission technologies such as the Common
Public Radio Interface(CPRI) and evolved CPRI(eCPRI) C-RAN
architecture[10].

A joint study uniting the photonic signal processing for mmW
5G and the design of the mmW 5G RAN can break a new ground
and possibility to an energy-efficient and throughput-elastic
architecture.

In this paper, we present the Elastic RF-Optical Network
(ERON) architecture with superior energy efficiency and re-
source utilization flexibility. The improvements in energy and
resource usage benefit from the combination of the photonic
signal processing technologies and the converged mmW-optical
signal orchestration algorithm. This architecture study based
on our previous works[11–13] describes the ERON architecture
and demonstrates its energy and resource efficiency with numer-
ical analysis. This new architecture provides a solution to the
mmW power consumption challenge[14], the RAN fronthaul
link capacity crunch challenge[15], and the surging resource
requirement challenge[16].

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the proposed ERON
system. It consists of three components: the radio unit (RU), the
data unit (DU), and the central unit (CU). We list the main differ-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/ao.XX.XXXXXX
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Fig. 1. The high-level schematics of the ERON structure. The
green lines are the fronthaul links connecting the data units
and the radio units. The length of the fronthaul link is up to
20 km. The brown lines are the midhaul link connecting the
central units and the data units. The length of the midhaul link
is up to 80km with 400-ZR optical modules[17].

ence between the proposed ERON architecture and the C-RAN
scheme. The fronthaul link connects the RUs and the DUs with
analog Radio-over-Fiber (RoF) technology which facilitates the
photonic signal processing technologies and maximizes energy
efficiency in the RU. The DUs are designed with high-level cen-
tralization and RF-optical co-orchestration for efficient resource
utilization. In this paper, we emphasize the design on the fron-
thaul link and its connecting units: RUs and DUs.

Figure 1 is a high-level illustration of the ERON architecture
where RUs are drawn with the same coverage and design for
illustration clarity. In practical deployments, the RUs have differ-
ent coverage and performance to accommodate the deployment
requirement to achieve optimal throughput, coverage, energy
efficiency, and latency.

The design of the RUs prioritizes energy efficiency and
throughput elasticity, at the same time maintains its structural
simplicity. To achieve high energy efficiency, we adopt photonic
signal processing for mmW beam forming and steering. In this
study, we conduct a first numerical analysis of the energy ef-
ficiency for the proposed photonic integrated circuit solution.
We derive a photonic-to-mmW energy consumption model for
the proposed RU and benchmark its energy efficiency with the

state-of-art RF schemes.
The design of the DUs focuses on resource centralization and

flexible resource orchestration. The DU centralizes all base-band
hardware resources including the RoF signal generation, radio
resource scheduler, and user mobility information collections,
facilitating hardware and software management and optimizing
operational complexity. The centralized design provides signifi-
cant hardware pooling gain and improves latency performance.
The RoF links connect the RUs with the DUs and the DUs con-
nect to the CUs in a similar fashion to the current C-RAN design.
We analyze the impact of the RoF technology on RAN latency
and simulate the user mobility-aware environment to study the
gain from centralization pooling.

The study of C-RAN pooling gain has been an important
topic in recent years. [18–20] investigated the adaptive band-
width allocation algorithms to accommodate the large traffic
demand for the CPRI-based fronthaul link. [8, 21] proposed to
use an Arrayed Waveguide Grating Router (AWGR) as a routing
photonic device to improve the fronthaul bandwidth utilization.
In this study, we emphasize the novelties of our pooling gain
study from two perspectives:

1) The ERON pooling gain study is based on a analog RoF
(aRoF) fronthaul design instead of a CPRI-based design. The
allocation of RoF and BBU resources in the DU directly addresses
the wireless connection requests.

2) We include the user mobility behavior to the network sim-
ulation which is important in the RF-optical converged network
scenario. As the RU coverage gets smaller in the mmW scheme,
connection requests coming from the neighboring RUs become
prevalent. Statistical traffic models cannot accurately emulate
this change.

The advantages of energy efficiency and pooling gain are
codependent. The energy-efficiency of RUs makes mmW beam-
forming system practical. The beamforming capability amplifies
the pooling gain with SDM-aware network resource allocations.

The remainder of this paper elaborates on the design rationale
and details of the ERON architecture with supporting numerical
analyses. Section 2 analyzes the three challenges on the 5G
RAN designs: energy , throughput, and resources. Section 3
describes the design of the ERON architecture and explains the
principle of multi-beam generation. Section 4 analyzes the power
consumption of the ERON RU beamformer and compares its
performance against RF digital, analog, and hybrid beamformer.
Section 5 analyzes the hardware resource pooling gain of the
proposed architecture with user equipment(UE) mobility-aware
simulation using a converged RF-optical resource allocation
algorithm. Last, Section 6 concludes this paper.

We use the following letter to represent some physical param-
eters:

• N: Number of the antenna elements

• U: Number of the spatial beams

• Bw: mmW frequency window bandwidth

• C: System throughput

• λ: Carrier frequency

• #bits: Number of bits in SerDes circuits
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2. CHALLENGES FOR 5G RAN

mmW technology can achieve the 5G capacity goal of 10-Gbps
peak speed. The 2-GHz spectrum window available at mmW
carrier is 10x larger than the carrier used in the 4G-LTE sys-
tem. However, the adaptation of mmW for 5G wireless access
network introduces three challenges in the design of the 5G
RAN: the surge of power consumption, the increasing hardware
resource requirement, and the volatility of the traffic demand.

A. Power Consumption
The power consumption surge in the adaptation of mmW carrier
is driven by the three factors: power increase to compensate for
1) the extra free space propagation loss; 2) the penetration loss;
3) the extra noise due to a larger spectrum window.

A.1. Free Space Propagation Loss and Penetration loss

The free space propagation loss (FSPL) and the penetration
loss outside the Kirchhoff area follow the Friis transmission
formula[22]:

FSPL = Gtx + Grx + 20 · log10 λ− n · 10 · log10(4πd) (1)

where the Gtx and Grx are the antenna gains for the trans-
mitter and receiver, respectively. d is the propagation distance.
n refers to the path loss exponent, which is equal to 2 in free
space and can range from 2 to 6 different scenarios due to the
penetration loss.

The penetration loss of mmW is higher than the radio wave as
the carrier frequency increases. The average penetration losses
for brick and tinted glass are about 28 dB and 40 dB, with the
losses for drywall and clear glass, which are relatively low [23].
The non-light-of-sight (NLOS) loss can be so high that the com-
munication channel cannot be established[24].

The carrier migration from 2-GHz carrier in 4G system to
mmW carrier requires extra 20-dB higher transceiver link power
according to the equation 1.

A.2. Noise issue

The noise source in the radio signal detection is the thermal
noise. The thermal noise follows[25]:

Pthermal = kBTδ f (2)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temper-
ature, and δ f is the bandwidth. The 10-times increase of the
bandwidth alleviates the noise level by 10 dB. Therefore, higher
signal power is necessary to compensate for the noise increase.

Massive MIMO with large phased array to enable multi-beam
spatial division multiplexing access (SDMA) is a promising solu-
tion to the power consumption surge. Assume the output power
of each power amplifier for a single mmW beam has Pele dBm
power, the user equipment with an isotropic antenna receives a
signal power equal to:

PUE = Pele + 20 · log10 N − FSLP− Ppen − Pthermal (3)

where N is the number of array elements. FSLP is the result
from equation 1, and Ppen is the extra penetration loss. Pthermal
is the thermal noise from equation 2

We show that the massive array antenna and the multiple
spatial beam capability is necessary to support the 5G eMBB.
Assuming the parameters listed in Table 1, we can calculate the
required power per element to achieve the 10-Gbps throughput

Table 1. Link budget estimation parameters

Carrier Frequency (GHz) 28

Bandwidth (MHz) 850

Propagation Distance (Meter) 500

FSLP (dB) 115.4

Penetration Loss (dB) 12.7

Temperature (K) 300

Power Budget Margin(dB) 5

Rx Antenna Gain(dBi) 0

as a function of the number of array elements, as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows the energy efficiency using the spatial domain
to boost link throughput. The four lines in Figure 2 are the mmW
system power requirements with 1, 2, 4, and 8 spatial beams.
The 1-beam scenario is impractical for implementation because
of its overwhelming power consumption. It demands each el-
ement with 25-dBm power even with 1024 elements, whose
total power can reach over 1,000 W. The spatial multiplexing
multi-beam schemes, on the other hand, are energy efficient to
achieve the same throughput with much lower power require-
ment per antenna element. It requires 7dBm, -2dBm, and -8dBm
for 2-beam, 4-beam, and 8-beam scene respectively to achieve
10-Gbps throughput with 1024 antenna elements.

The reason behind the improved energy efficiency of the
SDMA scheme relates to how the throughput is composed of. In
wireless communications, there are three dimensions to increase
the throughput: the type of the modulation formats, the width
of the spectrum window, and the number of the spatial channels.
The modulation format transmits the information by the num-
ber of bits encoded on a constellation and its information rate
relates to logN. The spectrum window and the spatial channels
transmit the information by the spectrum width NHz and the
number of the spatial beams N, both of which contribute to the
throughput linearly. The linearity throughput increase using
spatial channels overwhelms the logarithm one using modu-
lation formats. The adaptation of beamforming completes the
critical piece to use additional spatial channels in mmW com-
munication. As the result shown in Figure 2, the future wireless
system should migrate toward larger spectrum window such as
mmW and multiple beams for SDMA as its primary approach
to increase the overall capacity.

Therefore, the capability of the multi-beam SDMA scheme is
fundamental to tackle the power consumption issue. We design
the ERON architecture with excellent energy efficiency perfor-
mance comparing to other multi-beam SDMA implementations.
We discuss the energy efficiency numerical analysis in section 4.

B. Resource Requirement
The mmW 5G system requires more hardware resources compar-
ing to the 4G-LTE system. Such increase stems from two aspects:
1) the increased deployment density; 2) the increased number of
RF and BBU units.
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Fig. 2. Required output power per antenna array element to
achieve 10-Gbps throughput with 850-MHz available of mmW
spectrum. The blue, orange, green, and red line represents 1, 2,
4, and 8 spatial mmW beams, respectively.

The increased RU deployment density is inevitable as the
mmW carrier makes the wireless environment more suscepti-
ble to penetration loss and shading effects. A region which is
covered by a macro base station in the 4G system now requires
dozens of micro and femto base stations to provide reliable
mmW connections. Assuming the same transceiver structure as
the 4G system, the migration from current 4G carrier to mmW
5G carrier increases the number of base stations by 10 times
as the coverage of a base station is one tenth of the 4G system.
In addition to the shrinkage of a single base station coverage,
the higher penetration loss requires even more base stations
comparing to the number of the 4G system.

The second reason for such a resource demand surge is
the implementation of the massive MIMO solution to compen-
sate for the increased signal loss in the mmW carrier. It is
widely acknowledged that digital beamforming implementa-
tion will increase the number of digital-to-analog converters
enormously [26]. Even with analog beamforming implementa-
tion, the RU needs to accommodate multiple sets transceiver
for the multiple spatial-beam generations. Regardless of the im-
plementation the RAN designer chooses, the mmW 5G requires
multiple times of components for the massive MIMO scheme.

Here we show a back-of-the-envelope calculation. We as-
sume the 4G system with 2.1 GHz carrier and a single antenna,
and the mmW 5G system with 28 GHz carrier with a digital-
implemented 64-element array antenna. The mmW 5G system
requires 9 base stations to cover the same area of the 4G system.
Each base station requires 64 sets of baseband unit due to the
digital implementation. In total, the mmW 5G system requires
an over 500-fold increase for the coverage of a single 4G base
station. Furthermore, the hardware utilization rate will be low
even the large investment of the base stations is possible.

Therefore, a centralized scheme and flexible resource orches-

tration capability are essential to make a practical 5G mmW
RAN. We designed the ERON architecture with efficient resource
allocation capability and high hardware resource pooling gain
comparing to the conventional methods. With the capability
of SDM at mmW band, the centralization scheme allows the
RAN to explore better network resource allocation methods.
The system can fully utilize the spatial-temporal-spectral cod-
ing to facilitate the users’ connection requests. In Section 5, we
discuss the resource pooling gain quantitative analysis with
location-aware resource allocation method.

C. Traffic Demand Volatility
The traffic demand volatility is defined as the change of the
traffic throughput as a function of the time. The traffic demand
volatility is high in the 5G mmW scenario as the coverage of
RU shrinks and the user traffic demand increases. The traffic
demand volatility is higher in the 5G mmW. It challenges the
5G mmW RAN design to meet the high ratio of the peak and
average traffic volume. This phenomenon attributes to two
factors: 1) the traffic patterns of the emerging applications; 2)
the shrinking size of the RU coverage. We illustrate an example
with network mobility simulation and analyze its impacts on
this part.

We build a user mobility-aware network traffic simulation to
show the traffic demand volatility. The simulation process works
as the following. At the initial state of the simulation, there are
N UEs within each RU. Each UE generates service requests
following a Poisson distribution with a mean arrival rate equal
to λ1. The services duration follow an exponential distribution
with a mean time interval equal to λ2. The overall traffic load is
λ1 · λ2 Erlangs. We assume the UE mobility follows the Random
Way Point (RWP) process to emulate the UE movement across
time[27]. The principle of RWP is described as follows:

1. Each UE randomly selects a location (uniform distribution)
in the simulation field as the destination.

2. The UE selects a velocity which is uniformly distributed in
(0, vmax)) and starts moving to the destination.

3. Move toward the destination until the destination is
reached.

4. If the destination is reached, the UE stays for a time T (fol-
lowing an exponential distribution)

5. If T reaches 0, Repeated steps 1)-4).

Because the mobility and the traffic requests are both time-
dependent, we run each simulation of a period of a 27.7-hour
period (105 seconds). In the simulation, the mean pause duration
is 200 seconds. The mobility velocity ranges from 1 m/s to 15
m/s. The simulation field is a 5km by 5km square area with
400 RUs uniformly distributed. Each RU covers a 250-meter by
250-meter square area.

Figure 3 shows the simulation result of the traffic throughput
of individual RUs. Figure 3 (a) shows the simulation grid. We
select three RU areas to observe the traffic demand variation as
a function of time.

Figure 3 (b) shows the changes of the traffic demand as a
function of time for the RU at A(4,5), B(8,8), and C(16,10). High
volatility of the throughput is the common property of these
three RUs. We observed the throughput fluctuations in each
RUs ranged from 5 to 20 Gbps, 10 to 32 Gbps, and 5 to 15 Gbps
for RU A, B, and C, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Bandwidth requested from selected RUs over time in a
user mobility-aware network traffic simulation.

The high volatility can be compensated by grouping RUs to
maintain a statistical constancy. This result from the numeri-
cal mobility simulation analysis is consistent with the common
belief that centralized control is essential to achieving efficient
utilization of network resources under the ultra-dense 5G de-
ployment scheme. As the cell size shrinks under the ultra-dense
deployment scheme, the peak to average ratio of the through-
put requirement continues to increase. The traditional RAN
deployment scheme demands too much hardware resources to
accommodate the peak traffic scenario. We designed two fea-
tures to tackle this issue: 1) the throughput-elastic capability in
the radio unit to satisfy the high peak to average ratio of the
traffic demand pattern. We explain its principle in Section 3; 1)
a centralized architecture with a converged RF-optical resource
allocation algorithm, more detailed discussion in Section 5;

D. Latency Requirement
The ultra-low latency feature has been studied in several re-
search works [10, 28, 29] and is an active research topic in future
RAN designs. In particular, the C-RAN architecture has received
much attentions to investigate its potential to reduce the latency
in the RAN. Figure 4 (a) shows the latency composition in the
scope of a wireless access system with CPRI-based C-RAN [10].
The fronthaul link is a digital link to connect the DU and the RU.
The latency consists of the user processing delay, air propagation
delay, RU processing delay, RU fronthaul processing delay, fiber
propagation delay, DU fronthaul processing delay, and baseband
processing delay. The latency of the RAN refers to the delay be-
tween the RU and DU. According to [29], the fronthaul latency
requirement ranges from 100µs to 2ms depending on the option
of functional splitting.

Fig. 4. The latency components of (a) CPRI-based C-RAN
system; (b) aRoF-based C-RAN system. SAP: Service Access
Point.

The analog-RoF (aRoF) based C-RAN system has received
a renaissance in the mmW 5G era [30–33] as the bandwidth
requirement in the fronthaul link using digital transport ex-
ploded [29]. The aRoF-based C-RAN is a variation of the C-RAN.
The latency composition of aRoF-based C-RAN is shown in the
Figure 4 (b). With the adoption of aRoF link in the fronthaul, the
system eliminates the delay components for the digital commu-
nication link, such as the layer 1 and layer 2 on both the RU and
DU side. The function of the RU simplifies and is only respon-
sible for the optical to electrical signal conversion and mmW
transmission, shown as the radio block in Figure 4 (b). Further-
more, it requires a single stack of Service Access Point (SAP) as
the aRoF link, because it eliminates the signal to bit-sequence
conversion happening on both sides of a digital transport link.

Therefore, an aRoF-based C-RAN structure like in ERON can
improve the latency performance compared to a CPRI-based
C-RAN system, as also reported in [28] where the authors show
how the aRoF-based C-RAN can meet the 5G latency require-
ment.

As the ERON architecture proposed in this paper adopts an
aRoF fronthaul link to facilitate the signal photonic processing
at the RUs, it can achieve a comparable latency performance as
the aRoF C-RAN in [28].

3. ERON ARCHITECTURE

We designed the ERON architecture to meet the 5G RAN re-
quirements discussed above. Figure 1 shows the overall struc-
ture of the proposed architecture. The ERON architecture
evolves the functional splitting C-RAN[10] and elastic optical
networking[34], incorporates the analog Radio-over-Fiber (RoF),
photonic signal processing and mmW beamforming technolo-
gies. The fronthaul links connect the RUs and the DUs and the
midhaul links connect the DUs and the CUs. The RUs are re-
sponsible for establishing the mmW links with the UEs. The
DUs are interconnected with each other. The CUs covers a large
area of DUs. For the fronthaul link, we adopt the RoF technology
to transmit the signals and allocate all hardware inside the DUs.
We called it beyond option-8 functional splitting. Hardware re-
sources are centralized which helps ease the hardware resource
issue and reduce the deployment cost[35, 36].

In the following subsections, we describe the design of the
RU, DU, and CU, respectively.

A. Radio Unit Design
The RU design employs photonic signal processing technology
to achieve energy efficiency and to facilitate the use of SDMA
with massive MIMO large phased array antennas. The RUs
locate at the edge of the RAN and interface to the mobile UE
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with multi-user MIMO connections. It converts RoF signals
to the mmW signal and delivers the mmW signal to the UEs
through SDMA.

Figure 5 shows the RU structure. It consists of four compo-
nents. At the top of the Figure 5, a control information transpon-
der is responsible for communicating control information with
its DU, such as phased array weight values, UE positions, etc.
A positioning unit using sub-6-GHz frequency is connected to
the control information transponder, shown on the right of the
control information transponder in Figure 5. The positioning
unit senses the UE mobility information to assist phased array
weight synthesis. A photonic processing array (PPA) executes
the photonic phased array generation on the RoF signals based
on the instruction from the control information transponder. A
patch-phased array antenna transmits the mmW radiation.

A.1. Photonic Processing Array

The PPA is responsible for the phased array generation. The
PPAs are at the center of the RU and it enables the energy-
efficient multi-user mmW beam generation. It minimizes the
usage of mmW RF circuits, simplifies the RU structure and low-
ers power consumption as RF circuits are prone to losses in the
mmW spectrum.

Figure 5 shows the PPA structure. The incoming RoF sig-
nals first enter an optical de-multiplex unit to separate the user
signal wavelengths and their reference wavelengths. The de-
multiplex unit separates the RoF signal into U wavelength pairs
of the signal wavelength Sigi and reference wavelength Re fi,
where i ∈ (0, U), U is the number of the mmW beams. Each
Signal/Reference pair is the input of an optical phased array
circuit, which imposes a set of phased array weights on the ref-
erence wavelength signals. Each optical phased array circuit

has N pairs of outputs, and each pair OPAij consists of a sig-
nal wavelength and a reference wavelength, where i ∈ (0, U),
and j ∈ (0, N), N is the number of the antenna array element.
The stitching fabric consists of an array of arrayed waveguide
gratings(AWG). It takes the outputs of the optical phased ar-
rays, OPA1i to OPAUi where i ∈ (0, N), as the input to each
AWG, and generates output SFi. Finally, the detection unit takes
the SFi in and converts the RoF signals into mmW signals. A
trans-impedance amplifier(TIA) transfers the current signal to a
voltage signal with 50−Ω load before an RF amplifier regulates
the mmW signal and feeds it to the power amplifier.

The array antenna in the RU consists of N antenna elements.
It transmits the mmW signal processed by the PPA. There is a
power amplifier in front of each antenna element to amplify the
input signal to the required signal power level.

A.2. Positioning Unit

The positioning unit uses sub-6-GHz radio frequency to carry
out the two functions: 1) Emit positioning signals to help UE
find its geolocation in the cellular system; 2) Receive UE location
information periodically for cellular mobility management and
mmW beam delivery. The geo-positioning signals enable the UE
to calculate its location. The positioning calculation algorithms
have been widely studied in cellular networks [37]. The UE
informs the RAN on its location periodically:

Tupdate =
FWHM · dres

VMax
(4)

where FWHM is the radius value of the antenna beam main
lobe, dres is the antenna resolution distance, and VMax is the
maximum speed allowed in the RU coverage area.
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The UE positioning information solves two issues: First, for
the mmW beam delivery, it directs the DU and RU to deliver the
mmW beam to the target location through the cookbook look-up
method [38]. It no longer requires beam scanning for an accu-
rate beamforming location, which increases latency and power
consumption; Second, for RAN management, it can reduce RAN
operation latency by proactive user mobility management.

A.3. Control Information Transponder

Lastly, an optical transponder communicates the control and
management information between the RU and the DU such as
data plane timing, user beam weights, etc. The optical transpon-
der can use commercially available PON transceivers working
on a different wavelength window to the RoF signals, e.g. RoF
signals are on the C-band and control information on the O-
band.

A.4. Multi-beam Generation for Throughput Volitality

Finally, we explain the principle of the multi-beam generation
in the ERON system, discuss its impact on tackling throughput
volatility and its limitation.

The RU in the ERON architecture uses multi-beam genera-
tion to enable SDMA as discussed in section 2. The mmW cir-
cuit implementations for mmW beamforming have significant
limitations[39]: the digital beamforming and hybrid beamform-
ing methods can provide mmW multi-beam forming, but they
may consume huge power which we will discuss in the next sub-
section. The analog beamforming is simpler and has acceptable
power consumption, but only generates one data stream beam
per circuit[26].
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Fig. 6. Illustration of a three-mmW-beam generation using the
ERON architecture.

The ERON RU can generate multiple mmW beams by taking
advantage of the large optical wavelength window and wave-
length orthogonality. A pair of the RoF signal RoF1 with signals
at λsig1 and λre f 1, can generate one spatial mmW beam beam1
after PPA processing. Similarly, another pair of the RoF signals
RoF2 with signals at λsig2 and λre f 2, can generate one spatial
mmW beam beam2 at the same frequency. As long as the spec-
trum distance between RoF1 and RoF2 is larger than the mmW
carrier frequency, there is no interference between the two mmW
signals generated by these two sets of RoF signals. Figure 6
shows an example of a three-beam generation using the multi-
ple pairs of RoF signal.

With the ITU-U DWDM 100-GHz channel spacing[40], there
can be 80 spatial beams in one single RU. If the RoF signals are
placed in the middle of each DWDM channel, it can guarantee
no interference of the generated mmW signals.
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Fig. 7. Number of spatial beams as a function of received op-
tical power of a pair of RoF signal for PD saturation power
of 10dBm (blue), 15dBm (brown), 20dBm (green), and 25dBm
(red).

This PPA-enhanced multiple mmW beam generation enables
throughput elasticity in the ERON architecture. The number of
RoF signals at the input of the PPA determines the number of
mmW beams, and the number of the mmW beams determines
the system throughput in the RU. Elastic management of the RoF
signals and optical resources can, therefore, enable the mobile
system throughput elasticity. The PPA can scale up the number
of beams. Under the saturation power limit of the photodetec-
tors (PDs), the PPA can realize dozens of mmW beams without
introducing extra complexity in the design by scaling up the
multiplexing range of the AWG.

The RU can accommodate different performance require-
ments including coverage, throughput, and latency. The net-
work designer can adapt the RU phased array size to the target
coverage of the RU, perform throughput elasticity with multi-
beam SDM, and shorten the latency by optimizing the fronthaul
link topology.

A.5. RU Scalability

We define the scalability of RUs as the number of users which
can be supported by a single RU. A radio access network with
mmW beamforming capability can use spatial-temporal-spectral
coding (SDM, TDM, FDM) to boost the number of users a single
RU can support. As the scalability of the FDM and the TDM
scheme have been well studied in previous generations of the
cellular network designs [41], we focus on the scalability analysis
of the SDM scheme.

The ERON system implements multiple spatial beams
through multiple sets of RoF signals. The beam number de-
termines the scalability of the SDM scheme. The number of
spatial beams relies on two factors: the saturation power of the
PD and the number of available RoF pairs: 90 pairs of RoF sig-
nal available at C band with DWDM 50GHz spacing. Figure 7
shows the number of spatial beams as a function of the received
RoF signal power. When the received RoF signal power is be-
low -10 dBm, the number of the spatial beams is limited by the
available pairs of RoF signals. As the received power increases,
the number begins to be confined by the Pd saturation power.
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The higher the saturation power, the more spatial beams it can
support. With a PD of 25-dBm saturation power, the system can
support 90 spatial beams with received RoF signal power up to
5 dBm.

B. Data Unit Design

The DU design evolves the C-RAN architecture. It transmits
analog RoF signals to the RUs through the fronthaul link. Such
design minimizes the processing delay to reduce the latency on
the fronthaul link and alleviate the need for a large number of
spectrum resources to transmit the data from the DU to the RU.
The DU converts the data plane information to the RoF signals
following the control plane instructions and sends them to the
RUs. The DU interconnects to neighboring DUs through X2
interface[42] to conduct handover operations. The DU includes
the BBUs, the RoF chains, the photonic resource control(PRC)
unit, and a switch&forward fabric. It allows the ERON to cen-
tralize all data units which are important in saving hardware
resources in the dense mmW 5G deployment scheme. Further-
more, RoF eliminates several parts in the protocol stacks which
can minimize the latency in the RAN.

The DU converts the data information from the CU to the RoF
signals, sends the analog RoF signals to the RUs, and manages
the radio access scheme in both SDMA and TDMA approaches.

The DUs interconnect to their neighboring DUs (see Figure 8
(a)) to handle the mobility management, such as the handover
operation, coordinated multiple point (CoMP) operations, etc.
Figure 8 (a) shows a mesh-interconnected topology. Each DU
has four interconnect ports to its neighboring DUs. The inter-
connection links utilize the legacy LTE X2 Interface to support
backward compatibility.

Figure 8 (b) shows the unit structure of the proposed DU.
It consists of four parts: a photonic-resource control/radio re-
source control (PRC/RRC) unit for processing the control plane
information, a BBU pool for handling the data plane base-band
information, a RoF chain pool for modulating base-band infor-
mation to optical domain, and a switch & forward fabric for
transporting the RoF signals to the RUs.

B.1. BBU Pool

The BBU pool first takes in the data information to a set of SerDes
interfaces. The SerDes circuits convert the data plane serial
information to multi-bit parallel forms, so the data dispatcher
can process the data with large throughput and low latency. The
DSP units process the data for channel coding, equalization,
FFT, and etc., before sending the data to the RoF chains for
modulations.

B.2. RoF Pool

The RoF pool is a collection of RoF chains for optical RoF signal
generations. Each RoF chain consists of an electrical part and an
optical part. In the electrical part, the SerDes circuits take the
data plane information from the BBU pool according, then two
DACs convert the data information into the base-band I/Q sig-
nals. The base-band signals are the inputs to the optical IQM. In
the optical part, the output of a laser source is split to the optical
signal modulation and the optical reference modulation. The
two are recombined before forwarded to the switch&forward
fabric.

B.3. Switch&Forward Fabric

The Switch&Forward fabric consists of optical wavelength
switching components. Several kinds of optical devices can
perform the function of optical wavelength switching with dif-
ferent principles, such as AWGR[43], LCOS[44], MEMS[45], etc.
The inputs of the switch&forward fabric take the output signals
from the RoF pool and the input from the X2 interfaces. The
outputs of the unit connect to the RUs and other DUs through
X2 interfaces.

B.4. PRC unit

The PRC unit consists of a mobility management unit, an SDMA
scheduler, and a radio/photonic resource mapper. It is responsi-
ble for the connection scheduling between the RUs and the UEs,
and the wavelength management of the RoF signals. It takes
in the control plane information from the CU and calculates
the photonic resource allocation in association with the mobility
information collected from the UE.
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B.5. DU Scalability

We define the scalability of the DU as the number of RUs which
can be supported by a single DU. We discuss the DU scalability
in two fronthaul connection scenarios: 1) dedicated fiber link
between each RU and the DU; 2) shared fiber link between RUs
and the DU. Figure 9 shows the illustration of both schemes.

Fig. 9. Illustration of the fiber connection schemes between
DU and RUs

The first scalability scenario is for a dedicated fiber link
scheme. Each RU has a dedicated fiber link to its DU. The
number of the RUs supported by a single DU can scale up if
the DU can deploy enough optical switching devices to increase
the number of switching ports. The number of switching ports
can scale up by using a cascaded design of optical switching
devices. A large number of switching ports is an active research
area [46, 47].

The second scalability scenario is the shared fiber link scheme.
A cluster of RUs connect to the DU through a shared fiber link.
The DU sends out the RoF signals for the RUs on the shared fiber
link. Each RU collects its RoF signals through a reconfigurable
ROADM. The maximum number of RUs supported is limited
by the number of RoF signals in the optical band. Assume the
mmW carrier frequency is 28 GHz, 90 pairs of RoF signal are
available with ROADMs of DWDM 50 GHz spacing at C band.
With each RU gets allocated at least one spatial beam, there are
90 RUs supported by a single shared fiber link for the DU.

We also point out that the two scenarios do not exclude each
other. In practical deployment scenarios, network designer can
combine the design of the dedicated fiber link scheme with the
shared fiber link scheme to achieve the optimal trade-off for the
scalability and deployment cost.

C. Central Unit Design
The CUs cover a group of DUs, which aggregates all the traffic
outbound from the RAN to the core network, and allocate the
inbound traffic to corresponding DUs. The CU is responsible for
the control and management of the RAN and incorporates the
Mobility Management Entity(MME), Serving Gateway(SWG),
PGW(PDN Gateway), HSS(Home Subscriber Server), and other
units located in the traditional LTE Evolved Packet Core(EPC)
unit[42]. The function of the CU is more about software and
protocols, and it is similar to the EPC in the LTE architecture.
We use the legacy LTE EPC structure to work as the CU in the
ERON architecture. This can make the ERON design backward
compatible with the LTE networks. The control plane of the
LTE protocol stacks can be embedded in the ERON structure,

such as the X2 interface which is responsible for the control
signal exchanges among the DUs, the MME and the SGW units
in the CUs. Most operations in the LTE system can retrofit to
the proposed ERON architecture. This accommodation to the
4G control and management unit helps to leverage the legacy
RAN knowledge to achieve better performance and wider appli-
cations, at the same time the new structure of the RU and DU
proposed in the ERON architecture can promote mmW adaption
in the 5G network.

4. PHOTONIC SIGNAL PROCESSING FOR ENERGY EF-
FICIENCY

A key motivation of the photonic signal processing technology
for mmW beamforming used in the ERON RU is its energy ef-
ficiency. It is claimed that the photonic method is superior to
the RF methods in terms of energy efficiency. However, there
are no published numerical results on this topic which is exten-
sively studied in RF research field[48]. A convincing numerical
power consumption analysis for the photonic-enabled mmW
beamforming is crucial to proceed toward a photonic solution
for 5G mmW.

In this part, we conduct benchmark analyses with three
power consumption models:

• Fully Digital Beamforming method, as Digital Array (DA)

• Fully-Connected Hybrid Beamforming method, as Fully-
Connected Hybrid Array(FCHA)

• Photonic-Processing-enabled Beamforming method, as Pho-
tonic Processing Array (PPA)

The PPA method utilizes the proposed PPA described in
Figure 5. Figure 10 shows the schematics for the implementation
of DA and FCHA methods as described in [39].

The DA model includes the DSP units. We do not consider a
DA model with DSP units in the data units (C-RAN option 8[10]
due to its impractical bandwidth requirement on the fronthaul
link. The DSP units generate the BBU data. The BBU data is
fed into the RF chains. The number of RF chains equals the
number of the antenna element N. Each RF chain consists of two
SerDes units to convert BBU data to I/Q data, two DAC units to
generate analog I/Q information, a mixer and a local oscillator
to generate mmW signal, and an RF amplifier to boost the signal
power to 5 dBm.

The FCHA model equips with U sets of DSP units, RF chains,
and an mmW phased array, and U equals the number of the
spatial beams. Then a stitching fabric combines the output of the
phased arrays to the power amplifier accordingly. The stitching
fabric in mmW consists of a chain of 2:1 Wilkinson combiner[49].

For all three models, a power amplifier amplifies the mmW
signal to the required power level before feed the signals to the
antenna elements.

A. Power Consumption Model
Table 2 lists the unit power consumption of the mmW compo-
nents, the photonic components and the number required for the
beamformer. Some units are listed with form of merits (FOM).
The FOM is a parameter used when the power consumption of
the component depends on several parameters of the RAN.

DSP Model: The DSP unit power consumption relates to the
FFT operation size, bandwidth, and the number of spatial beams.
Assume the FFT size is 4096 points, and each matrix element
multiplication requires 6 fixed points operations:
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Pdsp = FOMDSP · Bw · (6 ·U + 72 ·U) (5)

SerDes Model: The SerDes circuits’ power consumption relates
to the number of bits for the DAC, the bandwidth, and the
upsampling ratio. Assume the RAN requires 10 bits/symbol
to maintain signal quality, the power consumption of a SerDes
circuit unit is:

PSerDes = FOMSerDes · Bw · 2 · #bits (6)

DAC Model: The DAC power consumption relates to the
number of bits of the DAC and the baud rate. Assuming it
follows the parameters used in the SerDes circuits calculation,
the power consumption of the DAC unit is:

PDAC = FOMDAC · BW · 2 · 2#bits (7)

Placement of SOAs: We set the minimal optical output power
of the PPA before the detection units to -10 dBm for both signal
and reference wavelengths. Based on the minimal optical output
power, we calculate the required number and the placement
of SOAs in the PPA to compensate for the 1-by-2 MMI power
splitting.

We use the III-V-on-silicon SOA proposed in [50] which pro-
vides 17.5-dBm on-chip output power, 28-dB small-signal gain,
and 540-mW power consumption. The SOA can amplify -10-
dBm input power to 15-dBm output. Assume the 1-by-2 MMI
loss is 3.2 dB[51], and the AWG loss is 2.7 dB[52]. The SOA can
support a 6-stage 1-by-2 MMI power splitting and AWG signal
stitching with a 3-dB power margin, equivalent to 64 antenna
elements. Hence, we design to place the SOA 6 stages before the
phase shifters, and the number of SOAs on the PPA is 2 · N/26,
where the factor of 2 counts for the signal and reference wave-
lengths. We assume the DU can produce signals with power up
to 10 dBm.

For PPAs with less than 64 phase shifters, on-chip SOAs are
not required, and the PPAs with 64, 256, 1024 phase shifters need
2, 8, and 32 on-chip SOAs, respectively.

Optical Phase Shifter Model: For the optical phase shifters,
we assume the beam tuning frequency is less than 1 MHz and
the power consumption is per bit per second[53]. The power
consumption of the optical phase shifter unit is 0.3 mW.

Trans Impedance Amplifier: The RoF signal power and the TIA
conversion gain determine the output mmW power from the
PPA. The mmW signal current after photodetection follows:

ImmW = R ·
√

PRe f · PSigcos(ωmmW · t + θSig) (8)

where R is the photodetector responsivity, PRe f and PSig are the
reference wavelength power and signal wavelength power, and
θSig is the modulated phase information.
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The ImmW is maximized when PRe f and PSig are equal. We
calculated the converted mmW signal power as a function of the
TIA conversion gain for input optical power from -20 dBm to 0
dBm for both PRe f and PSig, shown in Figure 11. We labelled out
several recent results on TIAs[60–65].
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Table 2. Number of Component Rerquired for the mmW Beamformer

Unit Power Consumption Digital Array Fully-Connected Hybrid Array Photonic-aided Array

400G ZR 7 W [17] dN · Bw · bits · 2/400e - -

DSP 13−9 mW/bit/s [54] N U -

SerDes 10 mW/Gb/s [55] N · 2 U · 2 -

DAC 0.08 pJ/conversion [56] N · 2 U · 2 -

Mixer 10 mW [57] N U -

LO 60 mW [57] N U -

RF Amplifier 40 mW [58] M + dlog8 Ue · N U + dlog8 Ne · N ·U + dlog8 Ue · N N

Phase Shifter 10 mW [59] - N ·U -

Optical PS 30 pJ/bit/s [53] - - N ·U

PD+TIA 77 mW [60] - - N

SOA 540 mW [50] - - N · 2−6 if N > 64

(a) U = 2, SE = 6 bits/Hz

DA FCHA PPA

(b) U = 4, SE = 4 bits/Hz (a) U = 8, SE = 2 bits/Hz

DA FCHA PPA DA FCHA PPA

Fig. 12. Power consumption as a function of the number of antenna array elements. The three bars in each bar cluster repre-
sent(from left to right): DA model, FCHA model, and PPA model.

Figure 11 shows that the mmW output power is way below
-10 dBm when the TIA convention gain is below 1kΩ. The 10−
kΩ TIA conversion gain gives input optical power of -10-dBm
with an over -10-dBm mmW output power. With the help of the
RF amplifier after the TIA, the PPA can produce 5-dBm mmW
signal power for the input of the power amplifier.

Power Amplifier: The power consumption of a power amplifier
can be characterized using the PA efficiency number. Assume the
PA is based on a Doherty PA architecture and the power-added
efficiency is 0.3 [66] based on the SiGe CMOS, the saturated
output power can reach over 20 dBm and the PA efficiency is
0.185 [67]. The power consumption of the power amplifiers is:

PPA = Pout/ηPA (9)

Where Pout is the total output power, ηPA is the PA efficiency.

B. Power Consumption Modelling Results
Figure 12 shows the power consumption as a function of the
number of the antenna array elements with 2, 4, and 8 spatial
beams to achieve over 10-Gbps throughput per RU. Each bar

cluster consists of three bars representing the power consump-
tion to implement a phased array with 256, 512, 1024 elements.
The three-bar clusters, from left to right, are DA-DSP method,
FCHA method, and PPA method, respectively. Note we exclude
the power consumption of the power amplifier as it consumes
the same amount of power in our models. With the model de-
scribed in Section 4.A, the power consumption is 101 watts, 59.3
watts, and 29.9 watts for the 2, 4, and 8 spatial beams, respec-
tively.

The PPA method shows energy efficiency advantages across
all scenarios. We observe that the composition of the three meth-
ods is extremely different: the DA method is dominated by
SerDes and DAC circuits; the FCHA method consumes most of
the power on RF amplifier; the power consumption of the PPA
method consists mainly of SOA and TIA.

The power consumption of the DA method is dominated by
the SerDes circuits and the DACs. Its power consumption de-
pends more on the number of the array elements, the resolution
of the DACs, and the bandwidth. The impact of the number
of beams is less significant as it requires only additional DSP
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modules. Because the SerDes circuits and the DACs are the most
power-consuming components (170 mW and 140 mW respec-
tively in this case), the DA method is inevitably prone to high
power consumption for very large array implementations.

The power consumption of the FCHA method is dominated
by the RF amplifiers, and the RF amplifier power consumption is
related to two factors: the number of the array elements and the
number of the spatial beams. The increase of the large array size
and the number of spatial beams is inevitable in mmW 5G RAN.
Hence, the FCHA method is the most susceptible to power con-
sumption problems. From Fig.6, we observe that for larger array
elements such as 512 elements and 1024 elements and an 8-beam
scenario, the FCHA method needs 1,000 W to compensate for
the extra loss introduced by the Wilkinson splitters/combiners.

The power consumption of the PPA method consists of three
parts: the TIAs, the RF amplifiers, and the SOAs. Although
the number of the TIAs and the RF amplifiers increases as the
number of the array elements, the total power consumption of
the PPA method uses much less power than the DA method
and the FCHA method. Thanks to the low-loss character of the
photonic circuits, the required number of the SOAs is small even
if each SOA consumes more than 500-mW power per unit.

We confirm the validity of the power consumption modeling
method using commercial 5G-NR antenna unit data as a compar-
ison. We found two commercial 5G-NR antenna units from the
FCC filing: Samsung SFG-AA1100 and Samsung SFG-D1100[68].
They are both implemented using analog beamforming method
with single data beam generation, which is FCHA with U = 1.
Both antennas operate on 27.5-28.35 GHz, with 850 MHz spec-
trum window. The power consumption for SFG-AA1100 is 67.5
Watt for a 256-element antenna, and the one for SFG-D1100 is
12.5 Watt for a 32-element antenna. Our model shows the power
consumption for the two is 45.45 Watt and 7.4 Watt, respectively.
Considering we adopt the state-of-art results to calculate the
power consumption, our modeling method is realistic and on
the low-end of the actual mmW circuit power consumption.

The proposed PPA method achieves the best energy effi-
ciency performance. The energy efficiency gap between the
PPA method and the other two increases as the number of the
array elements increases. Excluding the power amplifier power
consumption, which is equal to all implementations, the PPA
method consumes less than half of the power the other two
methods require.

Another alternative method using RF implementation of
multi spatial beam generation is called multi-chip method. The
RU uses multiple chips, and each chip can only generate one
beam with a dedicate array antenna, which is the FCHA method
with U = 1. The use of multiple antennas to generate multiple
beams eliminates the need for an RF stitch fabric. This method
abandons the advantage of array antenna multi-beam genera-
tion, using more antenna components in exchange for better
energy efficiency. By eliminating the stitching fabric which is
a major source of power loss, the multi-chip FCHA method
consumes less power than the single-chip FCHA method.

Finally, we compare the energy efficiency performance of the
multi-chip FCHA method and the PPA method. Figure 13 shows
that the PPA method consumes significantly lower power. We
see that the more spatial beams used in the system, the higher
the energy efficiency the PPA has in comparison to the multi-
chip FCHA method. In the 64-element array case, the multi-chip
method consumes 27 Watt of power for 4 spatial beams, while
the PPA method consumes less than 25 W and can generate four
times than the number of beams. The energy efficiency gap is

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. The power consumption for PPA method and multi-
chip method. (a) 64 element array. (b) 256 element array.

bigger in the 256-element array case. Our proposed method can
maintain less than 100 W power with the support of 16-spatial-
beam generation. On the other hand, the multi-chip FCHA
method consumes 200 W with a 4-spatial-beam generation, and
the power consumption increases linearly as we continue to
increase the number of spatial beams generated.

5. CENTRALIZED CONVERGED RESOURCE ORCHES-
TRATION FOR RESOURCE POOLING

We evaluate the network resource pooling performance of the
ERON architecture with UE mobility-aware RF-optical con-
verged simulations. The required network resource is set to
meet the UE bandwidth requirement generated from the net-
work traffic simulations.

We define the resource pooling gain as the ratio between the
required network resource of the ERON system and the con-
ventional RAN architecture which plans each RU with affluent
resources to satisfy peak demands:

Gpooling =
ResourceRAN
ResourceERON

(10)

The ERON system allocates the network resources(the RoF
signals, the BBU units, etc) according to the Algorithm 1. The
RSMA algorithm in the ERON system consists of three parts: 1)
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update user location information; 2) update the user traffic re-
quirement information; 3) update RSMA of the user and update
the RU resource usage database.

Algorithm 1. Resource allocation Algorithm in the mobility-
aware network simulation

1: for Each user in all users do
2: if vi 6= 0 then . Update user location
3: user (i, x, y)← user (i, x, y) + vi

4: if Reqi 6= 0 then . Update user BW request
5: Bwi ← Reqi
6: else
7: Release RSMAi

8: RUi ← user (i, x, y) . Find the corresponding RU
9: if RSMAi = None then . Update RU RSMA

10: RSMAi ← new RSMA assignment from RUi
11: else
12: if RSMAi conflict in RUi then
13: RSMAi ← new RSMA assignment from RUi

The vi is the mobility speed of the useri, user(i, x, y) is the
useri location, Reqi is the traffic request remaining time of the
useri, Bwi is the bandwidth requirement of the useri at the
current time slot. RSMAi represents the assigned network re-
sources for the mmW connection.

In this network simulation study (as also in [20, 69]) we as-
sumed the simulated RUs with homogeneous coverage both for
ERON and the conventional RAN architecture.

The UE mobility-aware RAN simulations here used the same
parameters for Figure 3. The simulations run for a 27.7-hour (105

seconds) simulation time. The entire simulated field is 5km by
5km with each RU coverage of a 250-meter by 250-meter area.
We assume the RU can adjust the transmitting power to perform
the coverage and can coordinate with neighboring RUs to avoid
signal interference using spatial-spectral coding. For the param-
eters of the mobile users, the population of the simulated mobile
users is 4,000 with each RU of 10 initial users. The user follows
the RWP mobility model described in Section 2. The mobility
velocity follows a uniform distribution from 1m/s to 15m/s. The
mobile users generate traffic request independent of the mobil-
ity situation. The traffic request arrival rate follows the Poisson
distribution with the mean arrival rate varying according to
the traffic load parameter. The traffic load is set to vary from
very light (5 Erlang) to extremely heavy (640 Erlang) to study
the pooling gain performance under different network traffic
scenarios. The service duration follows exponential distribution
with a mean of 10 second. The simulation time granularity is
set to 1 second. The traffic request, request time duration, user
location, and user mobility information are updated at each time
interval.

We calculated the 95% confidence interval for the simulation
results. The simulation emulates over 105 time-slot samples to
obtain enough data points. Although the combined impact of
the user mobility and the traffic loads is complicated and the
modeling of the pooling gain is still a state-of-art topic research
topic, we use a normal distribution to model the confidence
interval. The lower and upper limit are calculated by:

p± Z0.95 ·
√

p(1− p)/N (11)

where p is the evaluated result from simulation, Z0.95 is the
number of standard deviations extending from the mean of a

normal distribution required to contain 0.95 of the area, and N
is the number of samples.

The shaded areas in Figure 14 show the upper and lower limit
of the 95% confidence interval. The results show the simulations
are reliable.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 14. Resource pool gain results in user mobility-aware
simulation as a function of the number of RUs per DU under
(a) different traffic loads (b) different mobility value.

Figure 14 (a) and (b) show the resource pooling gain results
as a function of different number of RUs per DU.

Figure 14 (a) shows the pooling gain as a function of the DU
coverage size. We observed large resource pooling gain along
with different pooling sizes and across different traffic loads.
The pooling size effect is consistent with the analysis mentioned
above, as the pooling can mitigate the RU throughput volatility.
The effect of traffic load over ERON resource pooling gain shows
a meaningful guideline on the design of the DU coverage. Under
a lighter traffic load, the resource pooling gain continues to
increase as the DU coverage of the RUs enlarges. As the traffic
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load increases, we observe a tap-out effect of enlarging DU
coverage, which is expected as the resource pooling gain stems
from the statistical multiplexing. Even with the tap-out effect
under extremely heavy traffic load, the resource pooling gain
value can be as high as 5 times. The traffic load over mobility
simulation provides a tool to determine the DU coverage for the
ERON system.

Figure 14 (b) shows the resource pooling gain under different
UE mobility scenarios. The mobility value is defined as the
average moving speed of the UEs. We observed that as the
mobility value increases, the resource pooling gain increases
correspondingly. UEs with high mobility change their locations
more frequently and require more hand-over operations and
inter-RU coordination. The ERON centralized scheme optimizes
the scenario by orchestrating network resources across multiple
RUs. In addition, ERON architecture can achieve seamless hand-
over operation by utilizing the optical switching technology. It
does not require extra networking resources in comparison to
traditional radio access and transport networks.

6. CONCLUSION

We proposed the ERON architecture as a solution to the mmW
5G RAN. The ERON architecture takes advantage of the pho-
tonic technologies to facilitate the roll-out of mmW mobile
communications. We show numerical results on the better en-
ergy efficiency with PPAs for mmW beam forming comparing
with traditional RF implementations. The proposed scheme
utilizes optical wavelength orthogonality to offer elastic and
flexible throughput changes. The centralization of all con-
trol/management units and data units retains all the benefits
from the proposal of C-RAN while providing higher pooling
gain to handle traffic demand volatility due to the UEs’ mobility.

From photonic signal processing for energy-efficient mmW
beam generation to smart photonic resource planning and pro-
visioning for the mobile SDMA scheme, the photonic research
community can provide key technologies for the mmW 5G de-
ployment that go beyond the simple use of optical transmission
technologies for serving big data pipes in the front-haul commu-
nication links. The ERON architecture is a promising solution to
the mmW 5G RAN, and further photonic research innovations
can contribute to more innovations for the mobile communica-
tion scenario.
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